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ABSTRACT
A study was, conducted to.examinewhether "Segment

Three" (a minidocumentary series aired weekdays from 1577 to 1979 on
the "NBC Nightly News") consisted of highly dramatic,
conflict-oriented messages that elnphasized and exaggerated the

. inability of individuals to predict and control their own lives
(learned helplessness. The "central" figures of 137'segments were
identified, including well-known individu4s or groups, as well as
"unknowns" symbolizing more abstract concepts such aS stitus,.social
class, or national'peoples.. Researchers then rated each figure on'a
five-point *helplessness" scale,,based on the figure's comparative
inability to affect the outcome of events or bphaviors described.'
Results showed that more than 25% of the figures were rated as not
helplest:while approximately 40% were.rated as strongly or
compl,eteTy helpless. The remainingqigures were rated mildly ot
dOderateay' helpless. Five types of figures accounted for almost 62%
of all central figures: Ameridan public,'.foreign nations, United,
States politicians and public officials, business persons or
organizations, and persons with diseases or illnesses. In those
segments where the"centrfil figure'was the, Xmerican public, the mean
helplessness score was markedly higher than the average for the

,entire Sample. It is clear that the in-depth reports of "Sewent
Three" mirror a'reality Ofperceived helplessness. (HTK)
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A

Ciltics of television often decrytits approach to news as superficial,

overly dramatic, and uninformative (see, for example, 2). In partial re-
..

sponse to such criticisms,
broadcast journalists, particularly at the net-.

works, have attempted -- so far unsuccessfully
-- to expand the time

lotted for their principal
evening newscasts (6),. However, While the news-

man's dreath of an hour-long network news program remains Linfulfilled,-ope

devip for dealing with limitations of time and the unavoidable "headlines-.

_only" content which results has been developed and ,routinely used for a

number of years.- .That format element rs the so-called."Special Report"

or "Special Assignment," a three to five minute mini
'-documentary aired oc-&

casionally within the twenty-two minutes or soof the regular evening news-

cast.

One of the first and most highly praised of these mini-documentary series

was NBC's "Segment Three."
Unlike current programming practice in which

'such mini-docymentaries 'appeat only episodically, "Segmet Three" was - -aired

4 of every weekday night from September, 1977 to June, 1979. lks a regular part

of the NBC Nightly News with John Chancellor, "Segment Three" stories were

ballyhooed by NBC, as news "done with insight, style and grace that captivate
' viewers" (3).

As part of a larger study of, "Segment Thrie"and its gigvificance for

,broadast journalism,,,we examined-the content of those reports from a.theo-

retrCal perspective known as "learned, helplessness" (4). 'Following Levine

(5), we wanted to find out if "Segment Three" stories, regular news
.

. _items, also consisted of highly dramatic\
, conflict-oriented messages which

t,

emphasized and exaggerated the inability of the individual to'predict and .

control his or her own life. Such messages, accordipg to Levine, might

3
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provide the stimulus for a kind of vicarious learning in which exposure

leads to invalid and perhaps personally'harmful notions of "realky." If
.

,

the in-depth news stories of "Segment Three" shared this latent message with

regular news items, then We believed an even stronger case could be made

for the assertion that all televisionnewsmodels a {{ world" whose hallmark1

is individual helplessness.

. METHOD
. 4

A sample of 137 "Segment Threes" was drawn from the population of all
*.

% "Segment Three" episodes; One-third of all segmerits aired were selected by

simple random sampling within months. The authorS.viewed video tapes of

each segment chosen and, as a starting point,
identified as the "central

figure" of the story that erson orsociAl actor, who was the principal sub-

stantive focus orthe report. "he coding scheme allowed for the possibility

that central figures might be not only weligrknown individuals or gi-oupsout°-
.

also "unknown's" who symbolized la4rger, .more abstract entities such as status

',types,'sobial classes, or even entire national. societies (e.g. "the rench").
,-...-Fallowing.Levint (5),.1)ortrayal of the' central figure Avas rated on a five--... .

r
)0int "helpilessnes" scale: 5- completely

helpless; 4=strongly helpl ss; 3- -
f

a
moderately helpless; 2-Mildly helpless; 1-Ortually not helpless, that is> 4 '

Y .
in relatively complete control. HeiPlesiriess-was operationally defined as

.

the .comparative inabllityof the central figure:to'affect the outcome, _good
or bad, of events,

processes, or behaviors' desc'ribed.
(In five segments'..

,

z ...,examined, the helplessness scale was foUnd non-apOicable.tO
story content.)

4 .in addition to the overallherplessness
score, three orthogonal di-,

,,-Mensions,df helplessness were "ils6 coded: locus%of herplessnesi, chroniCity
of helplessness, and specificity, of helplessnesi'(seeI for i theoretical

discussion of theseirmensions).
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Locus of helplessness was coded either "internal" or "external," with

"internal" defined as outcomes contingent on the behavior of the central
AP

figure and "external" as mitcoges contingent on factors.and forces outside

the behavioral response capability of the central figure. Chronicity of

helplessness was coded either "stable," by which was meant relatively long-

lived qr recurrent helplessness; or "unstable," i.e. short-live8 or inter,

mittant helplessness. Specificity of helplessness was judged ei =ther to

be "global," that is affecting a wide variety of situations for the central

figure; or "specific," by which we meant a type of helplessness with com-

parativelylimited situational impact for the central figure. Based on

-
Scott's coefficient (8), intercodet reliability was 0.97 for identifica-

tiontion of
t
central figures, 0.92 for the overall helplessness score, and

0.96 for' the three dimensions of helplessness.

FINDINGS

s?..

Across the entire sample, the mean helplessness score was 2.78 (5=1.36).

In one-quarter (25.8 percent) of all segments,1 the central- figure Uas

scored "1," that is not helpless. A somewhat smaller proportion (18.9

percent) of all Central figures were portrayed as mildly helpless,and 19.9

percent as moderately .helpless. Almost two-fifths,of all central figures

,

examined were rated as either strongly helpless (30.3 percent) or completely

helpless (9.1 percent). These findings are general4y.consistent with those

reported (5) for a sample of network news stories from a two-week-period

prlor-to 1977, and similaily,ourresults suggest a modeling of reality in

which social actors are portrayed as mildly to, moderately"helpless.

_Sixteen different catagories 'oftentral figures were identified. Five

types accounted for almost sixty-two percent of all central figures: the

4
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U.S. public (18.5 percent), foreign nations
or societies (11.9 percent),

rA

U.S. politicians and ptiblic offiCials (12.6 percent), businessMen or busi-
ness organizations (10.4 percent),

and,people with diseases or illnesses
(8. 1 percent).

With one exception, there were no siginificant
differences

,in helplessness scores\between these five specific types of central figures4

:(
and the overall sample mean. The exception occured in those segments
where the central figure was the

American,"public," and there the mean"
helplessness score of 3.40 (s=1.35)

was'markedly higher than the sample
average (t=2.55, d. f.=36, one-:tailed

P4 -P5).

This finding suggests that The aggregate of "'average Americans" was
depicted as being'between Moderately and strongly unable to control-their
own lives. Indeed, while lb 12.0 percent of these

segments, the U.S.
public was pictured as being "in control," in 44.0 percent all Americans
were rated strongly

helpless apd-in 20.0 percent,
completely helpless.

pTh ontent of stories in which the American public was the central figure
4IRacross a wide variety

of topics, but some sixty percent focused eitheron criminal activities; energy and the environment; or mass culture such as

*ra

television programs, motion pictures, and the like.

:Returning to the overall
sample and'ihe'dLmensiOns

of helplessness,
helplessness was-generally modeled as resullting'from

factors and influences'
operating outside the behavioral:C

1 f.the.centi'al figure, likely to
be enduring, but with no clear patter with regard to specificity. 2 We
will examine each dimension in turn. First, locus of helplessness. .In
72,0 percent of all cases, control was situated outside the central figdre.
Moreokter, external loci of helplessness were significantly

associated, With
''"higher helplessness scores. For example, while-84.6 percent of central

"ft

*-figures,whose fates were contingent on their own behaviors were portrayed'

6
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as only'mildly or moderately helpless,, only 33.3 percentof "externals"

received similar, scores on the 'helplessness scale and 66.7 percent of

central figures who were subject to external forces were rated either

strongly or completely helpless (X2=27.99, d.f.=3, p< .001). Compared to

the entire sample, no significant variations were observed in location of

he'lplessness by type of central figure.,

On chronicity of helplessness, 80.0 percent of all cases were coded

"stabl ," with 20.0 percent "unstable." Increased chronicity of helpless-

ness tod was associated with higher scores on the Helplessness scale. For

example, 75.0 percent of all central figures with unstable helplessness

_scores were also rated as. mildly or moderately helpless. 'BS, contrast,

60.2 percent of those central figures whose helplessness was "stable"

were also portrayed. as strongly or completely helpless, (X2=12.80, d.f.=3,

P <.01).

Ir
(Table i About Here)

With the exception of U.S.. politicians-officials, results on the

chronicity dimension did not vary significantly from the general, sqpple-

wide pattern faking, type of central figure into account. However, con-

trary to the overall pattern, the duration of helplessness modeled for

American politicians and officials was significantly less stable. in" 63..6

percent of those segments in which politicians-officials"were the central

figure, helplessness was.rate,c1 "unstable" (Corrected -X2 =11.80, d.f.=1,

P(.001). 'This result may indicate that political figures were pictured as
.

: living in a changeable-environment whose outcomes vary with the next public

opinion poll or'electipn.
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Results owthe generality of helplessness measure were approximately

evenly split, with 47.0 percent of cases coded "specific",and 53.0 percent

\coded "global." There was no signifiCant association between the measure

of 'generality and scores on the helplessness scale. 'However, there were

*

two striking deviations from the overall pattern by type of central figOre.

\\\b
The first ceqered on differences between,the portrayal of the U.S. pu Jic

compared to fortign societies. While in 86.4 perFent of those segments'

featuring the American public as cenfri figure helplessness was modeled

as being "specific," in 100 percent of those segments involving entire*

foreign nations helplessness was presented A globablly extending across

many aspects of social life (Corrected X
2
=19.00, d:f.=1, pAC.00.1). Thus

"Segment Three" was saying in effect Americals a nation with many prob-.

but few of these difficulties affect all Americans in all their

social roles. On the other hand, foreign societies, both in the industrial

and developing world, are shown to be far less s ially segmented, far less

pluralistic, andfar more universally "troubled:"

The secondsecond imPortant dgviation from the overall pattern centers,on a

comparison between the U.S. public at Farge and two other central figure

. 'types,. AmeriCan poilticians-officials and persons with illnesses. Compared
;sw

to the.U.S. public, both oflthese types of central'figures hadxsignilicantly
.

larger proportions of 'global helplessness,s5ores: Among types.;

helplessness ind:ning f4tbrs were portrayed as having far-reachi Conse-.

quences in 63.6 percent, of\cases, compared to global scores for 13.6

percent of thote.segments involving the American public (Corrected X 6.47,

p<.05); while among sick persons helplessness was rated as global

ilp an even larger,85.7 percent of oases (Corrected X2109.74, d.f.=1, p< :01).
, . ,

,.

That the helplessness of politicilins and sick pergsons was portrayed as
:'.,4.

b.
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comparatively global may reflect a social, definition of politician or

sick person as a "master" status whose.cqnsequences'bojt
in terms of help-

lessness c.:Id other social behaviors is broadly encompassing.

DISCUSSION

t

Overall, it is clear that "Segment Three's" in-depth reports
,

"m rror" a reality of helplessness. Socially significant actors sucha-
as political leaders and businessmen as well as the largely invisible

"pblic" or persons who unfortontely are ill were all modeled as help-

les\ sometimes severely and chronically so. That-the American public

was rated even more helpless than average raise the:. possibility that_

many viewers, particularly those of the middle clasS,gmay be especially
,

susceptIble to learning a world-view of helplessness%
1;)- ;

Wbile political.

figures
\
t o were presented as generally helpless, our findings also.

suggest th t politicians and officialiS are expected to act as "leaders;"

that they ar expected to "do something;oind that more than most others,

their initiatives_an8 behaviors may make a difference.
. .

While there is little doqbt that broadcast journalists, like all
.

other newsworkers seek to mike their reports dramatic and conflict-filled

in order, to capture audi hr. attention, there is no inherent reason why

\ that drama or conflict need be presentedlio frequently in the helpless

terms we found. Afterall, in the individual's life-struggle with him-

or
t hei-self, with-society, and with nature, there are those who triumph.

ht is also true that those "winners" don't often get on television news.

This study has not, of course, demonstrated that mass media

-Messages high in' helplessness
necessarily teach audieng4s to feet help-.

.

.lesi. Nit this study has found one type 91 message which meets at least.
I

.
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'Ns:the necessary condition for such an effect. Msreover, there jsNa grow4ng

body of evidence,(see 7, for exam le) which link high levels -,of television

8

news exposdre to accute feelings of political inef tcacy.. Thus, as '..he

television networks continue to present their in-dep reports and with

the possibility remaining that more in-depth reports m- be programmed;

it becomes evemore important for researchers to invest ate whether

and how tel,eVision news teaches helplessness,

go,

4
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S FOOTNOTES

r
.

,

1. Since all "Segment Three's" were approximately the same length
.

411V(= 292 seconds, s= 37 seconds),,it
was unnecessary 'to weight Individual

,

...

..
.,

segments in order to deteemine the frequencies reported here and below.
,

Indeed, when asa, test of this.essumption,.scores
were weighted by seg-

ment duration, the resulting. frequency distribution fo.r scores on the

hel.plessness scale. did not diffee,,significanely from the unwelghted re-
sults.

2: The modal combination of -the
three,helplessness dim5ensions was eiternal-

stable-global (32.0 percent), followed by
exernal-stable7specific (29.0

percent),
and.internal-stable-globa1,114.0 percent). No othercombination,

' of,dimensions accounted for more them9.0 percent. Pattetns of combined

dimensions for central.figue
types glinerally followed the findings pre-

sented.here with helplessness dimensions taken one at,, a time.

p.



CENTRAL FIGURE
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Table 1: Dimensions bf -"Learned Helplessness",..
by Cenlral Fjgure Types (In Percent) .

f

HELPLESSNttS DIMENSIONS

LOCATION. CHRO 4CI4- SPECIFICITY
1NTfRNAL EXTERNAL )STALE UNSTABLE GLOBAL SPECIFICS

. _

Public . 13.6' 86.4' 95.5
(N=22) ,,

Politicians7
'..- Officials (N=11)

Foreign Public
(N=11) ,

.

45.51
.

18.2 ` 81.8

4.5 '13..6 86.4'b

.
'

36.4 63.6 O' 63.6c s

100.0 0.0t., 100.0 0.P

Businessmen- s
33.3

66.7 75:0 -Businesses (14=12)'

Sick Persons - '14,3 85.7 100.0
04. 7)

1
. .,

Total Sample 28.0 72:0 80.0
(N=91n

,

.25.0 7 . 33.3

.0

0.a 85.7
.

20.0 53.0

4

arelltician-Rest of Sample COmiliarison: Corrected X2=11.80, d:fi=1, p4.001b'
U.S. Public-Foreign

Public Comparison.: Corrected X2=19.00, d.f.=1, p< .00;c
Politicians-U.S. Public Comparison: Corrected X2=6.47,:d.f.=1, p4.05.

4d1Sick Persons-U.S. Public Comparison:,Corrected X2=9.74, d.f.=1, p < .01
, .

1

66.7

I4.3d

47.0
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